Ukrainian classes in 2021 / 2022

Department of German and Slavic Studies, Faculty of Arts, University of Manitoba

-Course schedule (as of April 7, 2021) subject to change without notice.

*** Please check back later in the spring/summer @
https://umanitoba.ca/faculties/arts/departments/german_and_slavic/course_offerings/index.html whether courses are Remote Learning (usually fully or mostly with synchronous delivery on Zoom) or In-Person. Watch for updates during the summer and fall & contact your instructor if you have questions on the delivery method for a specific course / section. ***

Ukrainian Literature and Culture Courses

UKRN 2600 (T01): Ukrainian Folk & Magic Tale (3) M 2:30-5:15 (Winter 2022) (Konstantiuk)

The course examines the historical and traditional context of Ukrainian fairy tales focusing on plots, characters and morals. Issues in mythology, religion and folk rituals are discussed. Films, animated cartoons and TV clips are used to interpret literary narratives and cultural context. The course is taught in English and does not require knowledge of Ukrainian.

UKRN 2780 (A01): Ukrainian Culture from 1900 to the Present (3) MWF 11:30-12:20 (Fall 2021) (Kulick)

This course surveys major trends in thought, the visual arts, film and literature from the end of the 19th century to the present day in Ukraine. Lectures are in English. Readings are available in both the English translation and Ukrainian.
Ukrainian Language Courses

UKRN 1310 (A01): Introductory Ukrainian (6) MWF 10:30-11:20 (Konstantiuk); Labs & Conversation (B01-B02): W 9:30-10:20; F 8:30-9:20

UKRN 1310 (D01): Introductory Ukrainian (6) Distance Online (Fall 2021 / Winter 2022) (TBA)

UKRN 1320 (A01): Introductory Ukrainian 2 (3) MWF 10:30-11:20 (Winter 2022) (Konstantiuk); Labs & Conversation (B01-B02): W 9:30-10:20; F 8:30-9:20

UKRN 2720 (A01): Intermediate Ukrainian (6) MWF 12:30-1:20 (Konstantiuk)

UKRN 2730 (A01): Intermediate Ukrainian 2 (3) MWF 12:30-1:20 (Winter 2022) (Konstantiuk)

UKRN 3880 (T01): Reading in the Ukrainian Original Text (3) MW 1:30-2:20 (Fall 2021) (Konstantiuk)

UKRN 3952 (A01): Advanced Ukrainian Conversational Practice (3) MW 1:30-2:20 (Fall 2021) (Konstantiuk)

If you have any questions or need further advice contact Iryna Konstantiuk @ Iryna.Konstantiuk@umanitoba.ca